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I.R. 6111

Education and Labor.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Amendments

of 1977

H.Res. 710

Rules

To Establish a Select Committee on Population

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1977

House of Representatives

Committee on Rules-

Washington, D. C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:48 -a.m., in

Room B-313, Capitol Building, the Hon.JamesJ. Delaney

(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Delaner, Bolling, Sisk.. Young,

Pepper, Murphy, Long, hoakley, Meeds, Chisholm, Quillen,

Latta and Lott. -

Also present: Philip R. Collins, Chief Counsel and Staff

Director, and William D. Crosby, Jr., Minority Counsel.
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21

22 Chairman Delaney. The committee will come to order.

23 I notice we have ten witnesses on H.Res. 70.

24 We will take H.R. 6111 first, I understand that is very

25 short.

25 [The resolution and report follow:]

27

28 Chairman Delaney. The chair recognizes Ike Andrews.

29

30 STATEMENT OF HON. IKE F. kBDREWS, REPRESENTATIVE IN

31 CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

32

33 Mr. Andrews. Thank you, Pr. Chairman. May I say, Er.

34 Zoodling, one of our good Republican members, was to be here

35 and he may join us later.' now, h e involved in

36 hearings as to the School Lunch Program.

.37 As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Economic Opportunity, 1

38 am pleased to report that H.R. 6111, the Juvenile.Justice

39. and Delinquency Prevention Amendments of 1977, was ordered

40 favorably reported by the Committee on Education and Labor

t.
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on May 5, 1977, by.a vote of 34 to 0. As the vote

indicates, this bill enjoys broad bipartisan support.

Briefly, H.B. 6111 would extend the Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 for three additional

years. It would authorize $125 million for fiscal year 1978

and such .sums as are necessary for the fiscal years 1979 and

1980.

H.R. 6111 makes significant changes in the provisions

relating to federal assistance for state and local programs.

Additional flexibility and clarification ate provided to

state requirements that juvenile status offenders,

dependent? and neglected Children not be placed in juveaile

detention or correctional facilities. The bill, as amended,

requires that within three years of a state's participation

in a -formula grant program 75 percent of those juvenues

who are so classified must be removed from such facilities.

Provisions are also made so that the Administrator can grant

a waiver to those states who have commitments to fully

comply with the requirement within an additional two years.

Federal assistance to states, local governments and
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73.

74

75

76

77

78

79

80 are necessary for each of the fiscal years 1979 and 1980. k
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private non-profit agencies would be authorized at 100

percent of the approved costs with the provision that no

federal assistance may be-utilized for planning or for

services related to the preparation, administration, or

promotion of the comprehensive plan. H.R. 6111 provides

that no more than 20 percent of th.e funds available shall be

used for special emphasis discretionary grants. These

provisions, taken together, should result in more juvenile

justice funds reaching service delivery programs.

H.R. 6111 makes a number of new special emphasis program

areas available for discretionary funding. Of particular

interest among these is one inte ded to develop and

implement programs relating to juvenile delinquency and

learning disabilities. This addition reflects the concern

and interest expressed in a bill introduced by Congressman

Pepper and incorporated into H.. 6111.

Finally, H.R. 6111 would extend aad amend Title III of the

1974 act, the Runaway Youth Act, for three years and would

authorize $25 million for fiscal year 1978 and such sums as

0
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87
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90

91

92

93'
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95

96

97

98

provision is included in Title III which authorizes the

President, after January .1, 1978, with congressional

approval., to transfer runaway youth programs from the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to Action.

May I, at this point, ask, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee, that the committee amendment to this bill be

considered as the original bill. It is the amendment which.

is referred to in the report itself.

I also ask for a waiver against clause 7 of rule 16, the

germaneness rule, as it relates to the runaway youth program

which was not in the original bill; and thp provision of the

substitute which--it is the reorganization a-rt--would give

the President, with the approval or Congress, authority to

move that program from HEW over to Action after January 1

'78.

Those two actions might be germane according to the

Parliamentarian.

The last request is the prohibition against

reapportionment in a legislative bill which isa. very small

amount. The Administrator of LEAA would be permitted to100
C
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utilize these funds if he has the authority to transfer.,

Mr. Chairman, I refer to the letter dated May 11 from Carl

Perkins, Chairman of the Committee on Education and Labor to

you in which Mr. Perkins states that an open rule providing

for one hour of general debate would be sufficient for

consideration of H.R. 6111. I concur in that request.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I will be happy to answer any

questions you or the committee may have regarding H.R. 6111.

Chairman Delaney. The committee reported this 34 to

nothing?

Mr. An rews. That is right.

Chaimb.n Delaney. There is apparently no opposite o in

the committee.

Fir. Andrews. I knon of one.

Chairman Delaney. Any questions?

-r. Sisk. Just .one.

As to the one particular wiver you requested, there is no

problem with government operations as to this transfer

authority; they wouldn't be upset as to jurisdictional.

questions?

V
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Hr. Andrews. No..

Chairman Delaney. Mr. Quillen.

Kr. Quillen. No questions. I see Mr. Brown here. Is the

minority for this bill?

Chairman Delaney. No; Mr. Goodling is the representative

from the committee.

Mr. Andrews. Mr. Goodling and Mr. Quie are on the

committee and supported the bill

Chairman Delaney. Mr. Pepper.

Mr. Pepper. No questions.

Mr. Heeds. Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Delaney. Yes*

Mr. Needs. Has the clause on waiver of state liability oT

page 22 been looked at by the Parliwamentarian? Is you

counsel here?

Hr. Andrews. Yes.

Mr. 'eeds. When does that take effect.? Could that vaiver

take effect in fiscal 1977?

Nr. Adrews. On which page is this?

Mr. Heds. Page 22. What about the waiver of state

404
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.liability?

Mr. Andrews. That has to do with status offenders, if

they were an adult, it wouldn't be an offense.

Mr. Meeds. This is not a liability in funding, then?

Mr. Andrews. No.

Mr. Meeds. Thank you.

Chairman Delaney. Any further questions from anyone? If

not, thank you very much.

Is there anybody in opposition to this bill? If not, we

will conclude the-matter.

Mr. Pepper. Mr. Lehman is her. Doe he wish to be

heard'?

Mr. Lehman. This Is on a subsequent bill. I am on H*R.

70.

Chairman Delaney. Is there anyone else who wants to be

heard on 6111. If not, we will conclude on this matter.

Mr. Bolling. I move the rule requested; the rule before

us, for one hour.

Chairman Delaney. As many as are in favor, say aye

Opposed, no.
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SThe ayes appear to have it; the ayes have it.

Mr. Andrews. Mr. Chairman, may I inquire whether a vote

is .necessary in order to accomplish the two waivers in

there?

Chairman Delaney. It has been covered.

lir. Pepper. You remember I appeared before your fine

subcommittee. Your bill author izes the. calling of this

National Conference on Mental Deficiency and Juvenile

Delinquency.

Mr. Andrews,- Yes, sir, there is a relationship between

the two. Also, we are scheduling hearings on our own.

Chairman Delaney. -e will now heat from Mr. Scheger, the

sponsor of the bill on H.R. 70.

[The resolution and report follow:]

. Scheuer. May I ak that you hear those who are with

me before I make my presentation?

Chairman Delaney. e would like to hear from the sponsor

of the bill.

K.
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181 STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES H. SCHEUER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

182 CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

183

184 Mr. Scheuer. Fr. Chairman and my distinguished

185 colleagues, I am grateful for the opportunity to appear

186 before you this morning. I appreciate the courtesy the

187 chairman and all the members have accorded me.in this

188 matter.

189 This matter is one I have been working -on for almost a

190 year. It has co-sponsors of 264 members of Congress and

191 this includes almost all the subcommittee and committee

192 chairmen who have some kind of population jurisdiction in

193, the mission of their own committee.

194 The reason I feel there should be some focal point of

195 population concern in the House is that, No. 1, the global

196 population picture is.one of awesome proportions and

197 dimensions. It threatens the integrity of many of our

198 national and international goals. It threatens mass famine

199 and.warfareiin the future. It is a prime source of

200 instability and future conflict. In our own country, we
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201 still have three and a half million women who don't-have

202 access to family planning facilities.

203 The problem of immigration is one we have not created a

204 policy on in either the executive or legislative branch of

205 government. -That problem crosses over the lines of many

206 congressional and executive boundaries.

207 In the case of Mexico, the only vay we will ever solve

208 that problem is to sit down with the Government of Mexico

209 and provide a package and incentives for them which will

210 stimulate them to get involved in stopping the illegal flow

211 of migrants from their side of the border

212 It is an offense to leave the Mexican boundary without

213 proper certification, but the Mexican Government has not

214 involved itself in enforcement of that law.

215 e hav to ork ou pckae and. in effect, say t6 the

216 Mexican Government that perhaps about ten percent of your

217 population resides in the U.S.; this continent. We can't

218 continue to afford to provide vast numbers of Jobs for

219 Mexicans in the U.S. but we are. willing to discuss with you

220 :how to provide more jobs for Nexicans in Mexico.

C,
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221 We also v. t csdisuss With you the curtailment of the

222 exploding population rate. This would include making job

223 opportuniti es for wcmen available so the Mexicans have a

224 perception of their women as having other than a child-

-225 bearing role. That means the PIexican Government must reach

226 all the women in their child- hearing years with some kind of

227 child spacing practices in t rvts of their religious- sand

228 national heritage.

229 The Nexican Government:i-s aoiung the. best they can. They

230 have printed material on ckflj spacing not enl7 used in

231 Mexico, but throughout Latin Aerica.

232 When I was with a' bomitte of ts Intbermatio al

233 Committee on a weekend trip to Panama, ad dropped by a

234 maternal child health clinic, I picked u' pamphlets on child.

235 spacing covering 1 the options available. It a intend

236 in Mexico.

237 We wolId have to offer an integrated program tq. 'the

:238 Hfexicans evolvingg educational help, involving- child spacing

help, literacy education, helping them to provide in some

wa loyment opportunities for their -women.

4 1
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W e would have tie in the military assistance we give to

them; ve would have to tie in commercial banking assistance

to provide some capital; we would have to provide some

assistance to them to take over some of tho costs of their

manning the borders for the national Rexican police to carry

on surveillance of the borders, as well as, perhaps, the

cost of occasional trials for the professional criminal

groups which are systematically carrying on this immigrant

traffic for- profit.

There would be a whole collection of executive branch

agencies who would have to put their act together, which has

not been done.

There is no comprehensive program in the executive branch

to meet the situation and there is no single committee in

the Congress, I believe, able to do that either.

Just a couple of months ago, ve completed a treaty with

the Kexican Government giving them very valuable fishing and

shrimping rights in the Pacific. That was sent o-ver to the.

Rouse to be approved by the Comaittee on Merchant Marine and

Fisheries. It should also have gone to Judiciary, the

a.7,
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International Relations Committee and also to the Committee

on Armed Services. Together, we could have said to the

Mexican Government, 'Yes, of course we want to give you

these valuable fishing and shrimping rights; but there are

some things we want to talk to you about, too.'

WP have to put together a whole laundry list of ways to

help the Mexican Government and put together a list of ways

they can assist us.

At the present time, our Congress is not set up to do

this. This, is not criticism of the legislative committees.

Chairman Delaney. Which committees w uld the Select

Committee have to report to?

.5r. Scheuer. Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee

which has jurisdiction oe TitleX of the Public Health

Services Act. We would have to report to the Ways and hedns

Committee, both for tax legislation af fecting population and

for their jurisdiction over Title XX of the Social Security

Act; the Armed Services Committee. I was on a trip to

Indonesia with the Armed Services Committee a year ago in

January. One member of that committee asked President

0

II,
.1
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Sukarno what he considered Indonesia's prime problem was in

terms of military security. He said, without any prompting

from me because I had not even contemplated this committee,

he said, 'Our prime problem is our exploding growth rate.

With all the implements of war you Americans left in

Vietnam, which are all over the Pacific area, if we can't

provide.the next generation of young people with education

and health facilities, and employment opportunities above

all, we are ripe targets for subversion and overthrow.

There is no'question of the fact.

When we went with Sir Richard Webb, Commanding General of

their armed forces, he echoed the prime problem wa s the same

as that facing the entire Pacific area.

The CIA has just done a study of the security implications

to the U.S. as to -the population growth states around the

world.

So far, just to sum up for you, Kr. Chairman, the Ways and-

Mleans, Interstate and Foreign Conmmerce-and Armed Services

Committees, the Education and Labor Committee for Education

and Population reviewed the matter. The Comaittee on Post

I
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Office and Civil Service has a Subcommittee on Population

and Census chaired by the distinguished colleague from

Florida, Bill Lehman, whom you will hear from later. The

Energy.Committe; then there is the Transportation and Public

Works Committee which has jurisdiction opver transportation;

and, above all, the Ariculture Committee, which has

jurisdiction over food and nutrition on which not only we

depend but on which, at the present time, a large part of

the developing world depends.

Ve have to d6 something in the interest of our country anid

in the interest of the developing states as to their

dependence.A

Chairman Delaney. Did you mention the International

Committee?

Mr. Scheuer. .'Yes.. We would hope the Speaker, in

appointing members to this committee, would appoint the

overwhelming membership from the committees I have outlined.

so in effect, they would be the. ones to put together a

structured .American policy on popultion in all these

related areas.
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327

328

I did not mean to make a long speech to answer the

question but it was a very key question; you got to the

heart of the matter.

At this time I would like to yield to my colleague,

Clarence Long, and then Bill Lehman.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Schener follows:]

****** insert la *
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Chairman Delaney. Has anyone any questions?

First of all, Mr. Bolling?

?r. Bolling. No questions.

Yr. Sisk. If I might comment, I understand perhaps Mr.

Long is under some pressure. I have no objection to waiting

until later to.a.sk questions, if that is satisfactory with

the chairman.

Chairman Delaney. If it is satisfactory with the

committee, it is satisfactory with me.

Hr. C. Long.*

STATEMENT OF HOE. CLARENCE D. LONG, REPRESENTATIVE IN

CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Mr. C. Long. Mr. Chairman and members of the co mittee,

it is always an honor to appear before this committee which

does so much to protect us and keep us in line.

I support the creation of a Select Committee on
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349 According: to United. Nation 'projections, the population

350 will increase by over 
tvo billion people by 

the year.
2000'

351 doubling the number of 
desperately poor during the lifetime

. 352 of most of you here today. A demographic change of 
this

353 magnitude must have dire 
consequences.

354 One is less elbov room 
foraall of us. Another is

355 increased social and political tensions, when 
many people

356 live too close to each other. A third is drain on natural

357 resources, including energY.

ecen CA s concluded that the free world oil

359 shortfall by 1985 will be about 20 million barrelS 
per day,

is hard to see how the poor countries 
can afford to buy

361 enough of this oil at th h re price eet their

362 development needs.

363 United States policy mustda ith th dificult

364I situation. The United States may have to pay much ore for

365 foreign military and economic 
aid.. ur defense and

366 intelligence-budgets will increase. The dangers of var-both

367 conventional and nuclear- 
will mount. Rore governments are

368 Ilikely to became irresponsible and unstable from internal

MI 7, 7-7
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369 pressures.

370 Our current policies are not adequate. They do not

371 address the key problem of population control Motivation

372 of the people of the less developed countries. The current

373 economic and social structure in these countries rewards

374 those who have larger families. Larger families mean more

375 hands to help with farm work, or to help care for parents in

376 their old age. American population aid has been aimed at

377 providing birth control devices to these countries, without

378 regard for the people's motivation to use them. It is a

379 cosmetic policy that fails to get to the r al social and

380 economic problems behind demographic expansion.

381 If we are to stop wasting our money on population

382 strategies that do not work, a thorough reassessment of

383 those policies is in order:. At a very minimum our scarce

384. population planning funds should go only to those

385 governments that demonstrate that they are committed to

386 au.couraging', rather than discouraging or ignoring population

387 control. At present we hand money out without regard for

388 results, and what we give is spread too thinly to get

G
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results.

Our current population policies are a mess and a waste. A

select committee is. needed to formulate a coherent United

States policy in this area, one that will produce results.

I held hearings on this in the Subcommittee on

Appropriations. We had some of the best experts in the

world there, Dr. Tinker, Kingsley, Davis, acknowledged

leaders. They all agree, the population planning is not

doing the job. The statistics presented make it look as

though they are doing the job; these figures are a fraud. I

have been a' statistician most of my life. :We need a program

which will produce results.

Thank you very much.

Chairman Delaney. Are there any questions?

r. -Sisk. Thank you.

I want to thank the Chairman on Foreign Relations, too.

To what extent are we involved in anything dealing with

population contiol at the present time? Do we have any kind

of program which gives us any contacts with other countries?

Kr. C. Long. It is possible the people handing out the

40.
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NAKE:

money are not entirely passing all the information on to us.

What we find is all they do is give moneys to plan the

families they want to have anyway. This is not population

limitation money. It is simply money you give to people to

plan the families they intend to have anyway. As I pointed

out, you don't have to give money to people to plan the

families they want to have anyway.

Mr. Sisk. Anything that has been proposed at the present

time is ineffective as far as leveling off the population.

explosion in the world?

Mr. C. Long. That is right.

There are countries to which we lave given no money in

controlling the population and they are doing a good Job.-

But, on the other hand, in He ico, for example, the

population is increasing at a rate of four percent a year

and we give money to them for control

I have seen the estimate that the Mexican population may

run we1 over the American population in a generation or

two. With the tremendous migration over the border the

hexicans may end up winning the Mexican warA

423
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427

:428
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9429 Chairman Delaney. Mr. Pepper.

430 Er. Pepper. Does the executive branch of the government

.431 have any hand in this field?

432 Mr. C. Long. All I can see is that they are handing owt

433 money in this field and they offer statistics.

434 I can remember going to India. The walls are full of

435 charts showing how the matter is affected. All you can see

436 are children peeking-in the windows and all over as far as

437 the eye can see.

1 438 'Mr. Pepper. If I might observe, I'was invited to put

439 information-in a time capsule at home, which Is to be opened

440 in a hundred years. It contains the thns I ought were

-441 the great dangers to our society the human race I listed

.42 the danger of nuclear war and population explosion.

443 C. ong. I think the Senator is olutel ight.

U44 - Chairman Delaney. We will be around. I don 't know if the

445 rest of you vill be.

446 Mr. C. Lon g. I think the Senator is absolutelY right. If

447 there was a program which would work I would put the entire

448 foreign aid money into population control because I think it

4 j
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would do more good.

Chairman Delaney. Mr. Lott, any questions?

Mr. Lott. No.

Chairman Delaney. Mr. Long.

Mr. G. Long. Clarence, what has the Foreign Relations

Committee done on this problem? Looking at Parren

Mitchell's statement her he indicates they are getting under

way on the Subcommittee on International Development. They

are planning hearings. on this and. there are three other

committees to which, fir. Schener referred, which are planning

hearings on this matter. It seems as though we are eithr

going to have to get it into -a'select committee and look at

it or let the other committees with jurisdiction go after)

it. We can't do both.

Hr. C. Long. I held hear..ngs. As to what the

International Relations Committee is doing, we have the

distinguished chairman here and I think he could better

answer your question when he comes before you, I wouldn't

ant .to say there are other committees falling down on the

job. It is a terribly difficult problem and it may very

K
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well be an impossible problem. That factor should not be

ignored. The problem was first mentioned by Malthus many

years ago and I can remember teaching economics we had

solved the problem. .I can remember it was pointed out the

Census Bureau would reach 160 million and then decline, you

know it hasn't done that. Now, we are faced again with a

lull in the American population growth but there is nothigng

more deceptive or subject to pitfalls than population

projection.

Mr. G. Long. : join in fr. Sche u es request and I am

cognizant of the problem. We have done soke work o the

problem in, the committee I am on, Certainly as Jim and you

say, and as all of us well recognize, it is really a vast,

vast problem m. lon may well be right in your questioning as

to whether or not anything can be done about it or 6ot.

Maybe the world is not advanced enough to be able to resolve

it, .1 don't know, but Ilam looking at it from a more day-to-

day point of view as to the operations of the House.of

Representatives and what has evolved in that the

I subcommittees are now becoming to look at it and we are

~.
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thinking about setting up a select committee on it. Your

subcommittee insofar .as the international aspects of it are

concerned, your committee does have tbe ability to look at

the American money going into international programs in this

regard, at least some of them.

What is the best way to handle it? To allow each of the e

committees and subcommittees which do have jurisdictions on

it to dig up their material then, after that. create a

subcommittee or is it better to create a subcommittee nov?

This is one where we have original jurisdicti on.

1Mr. C. Long. I have the reservation Cost of you have as

to producing more select committees because they do create

duplication and overlap. Put this is & field which can be

looked at in some ways that there would be xo harm in having

a number of groups look at it in different as and have one

committee action which will come up hope ully vith a policy.

Then it will have to go before Mr. Zablocki's committee for

legislation and before my subcommittee for appropriationlS.

We will get it sooner or later. I don't think there is a

jurisdictional problem here. In the language of myI 508
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subcommittee, we are recommending some of the things I have

Just indicated. We are stopping AID money all over the

world regardless of whether they are doing something or not.

The amount of $143 million, world-wide, was the

appropriation last year and I think that what we will give

today won't accomplish very much. Why not put it in those

countries which show.some evidence of doing something about

the population problem. The rest of them say: "Look, God

love you, come back another day wh. en you show some interest

in this and we will appropriate you.'

Tliat will be up to the authorizing committee.

Chairman Delaney. Any further questions of Er. Long?

You are excused.

We will take a short recess to vote.

Brief recess taken.

Chairman Delaney. The committee i1l be in order..

Y~r. Brown, are you ready to testify?

Mr. Brown. Always, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Delaney. Glad to hear from you, M. Brown.

-AT W
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529 STATEMENT OF HON. CLARENCE J. BROWN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

530 CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

531

532 Mr. Brown. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity

533 to make presentation before the Rules Committee, and I will

534 abbreviate my statement by dropping the first page or so of

535 it.

536 It has been my privilege to appear before this committee

537 on other occasions, most frequently in my capacity as the

538 Ranking Republican on the house Energy and Power

539 Suhcomtmittee. The amount of energy used every day by the

540 world 's 4 billion people, for everything from heating water

541 to running the most sophisticated computers, is increasing

5542 rapidly. Each increment in demand is another drain on

543 limited energy reserves.

544 Fossil fuels, particularly petrolenm, made the economic

545 growth of the industrialized world possible. Nitrogen

546 fertilizers, produced from natural gas, boosted agricultural

547 productivity. As population growth continues, and the

548 amount of land available for. cultivation dwindles,
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additional food needs must be met .by cultivating existing

farm land more intensively. This maximum cultivation

generates heavy new demands for fertilizers, irrigation and

other energy intensive methods.

But it would be wrong to assume that population-related

energy problems are confined to poor countries. When

population growth occurs in societies where either wealth or

technology have lead to energy-wasting life styles, the

added demand on energy supplies is especially large.

Even successful population control. policies will not

mitigate overnight our increasing demand fr energ But

those policies can be an important part of a long-term

approach to energy problems. If that is to be the case, and

I hope it will be, it is important to beqin now.

Current Congressional jurisdiction over population-related

problems is spread widely throughout our various committees

Whia it does not quite extend from A to Z, it does go from

A (Agriculture)"to W (Ways and teans)-. A single forum, .with

the broadest possible perspective, is vital if we are to

give this issue the overall study that it deserves.

1k .....
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To me, the population problem is most quickly .and easily

perceived in terms. of, the increasing demand for energy. To

someone on the Agriculture Committee, it may be perceived in

terms of the need to provide food for more and more people.

For a Member serving on the Committee on Banking, Finance

and Urban Affairs, it may mean the problem of providing the

necessary housing. A single select committee would provide

us a means.to benefit from the substantive expertise of our

colleagues in these and other areas and at the same time

spare us the tunnel vision that is sometimes the natural

product of the committee system.

Again, Kr. Chairman, thank you or the opportunity to

appear before you today to urge your favorable consideration

of H.Res. 70

Chairmaan Delaney. Any questions?

Thank you, Mr. Brown.

We have a great number of witnesses.

tFr.. Lehman.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAH LEHEAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

N'
N

'N
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589 CONGRESS FRO- THE STATE OF FLORIDA

590

591 Mr. Lehman. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the

592 opportunity to appear before the Rules Committee on H.Res.

593 70.

594 1 find myself in a little bit of an awkward position.

595 have great personal admiration for the gentleman from New

596 York in his efforts to focus on this population issue. I

597 have had a number of conversations with. Mr. Schener, and

598 should the House in its wisdom decides to form this new

599 Select Committee on Population I have no r reservations but

620 that Xr. Schener and myself and our committees could work

601 constructively together.

602 Yet, as the chairman of one of the sUhcommittees th at has

603 not only the name population in It,-bat has jutisdict on

604 over this matter, I feel that I am obligated to point out to

605 the Rules Committee the possible conflict of interest. Rule

606 22 of clause 7 of the Rules of the Committee on Post Office

607 and Civil Service vests the Subcommittee on Census and

608 Population with the jurisdiction over "population and
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6.28 Mr. Chairman, I hope I have demonstrated that our

'N

demography". These are the exact words.

It is a broad grant of authority and I think over the

years.that this subcommittee has not neglected its

responsibility aand authority over this subject matter. To

prevent any- implication that this subcommittee under its

previous chairman and under myself that this has happened, I.

am submitting the legislative activities report of the

subcommittee for the 94th Congress and it lists its

activities with regard to. population issues. The topics

considered range from family planning to such things as

immigration policy.

During this first session of the 95th Cangress our

committee has already held meetings and hearings on world

population and data. In addition hearings are being planned

on the impact of illegal aliens in our society, the economic

burden on areas that serve large numbers of elderly persons,

and the trend in migration patterns of population. So this

is just a sample of the breadth of issues that-we have been

concentrating on in our subcommittee in this Congress.kh'
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629 subcommittee has not been in any way negligent or in any way

630 not fulfilled its obligations and its jurisdiction in this

631 matter, butt has vigorously pursued its responsibility over

632 population and related issues, and whether this resolution

633 passes or fails, I am sure that our committee and myself

634 will certainly be able to work and exchange ideas with Nr.

635 Scheuer, and as I said in the wisdom of the House should the

636 House pass this bill, in the new Select Committee on

637 Population.>

638 Chairman Delaney. Thank you.

639 Any questions?

640 Mr. Moakley. Mr. Chairman.

641 Chairman Delaney. h-r. Sisk.

642 ?Ar. Sisk. I just want to say to my colleague froiii Florida

643 the subcommittee you are referring to now is of the Post

644 Office and Civil Service.

645 Mr. Lehman. We have a subcommittee of Post Office and

646 Civil Service entitled Census and Population, and I -am here

647 because I feel obligated, as I said, to be sure that the

648 jRules Committee understand the present jurisdiction of. that
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subcommittee and the possible complexities in the future,

should there be a conflict of authority in relation to this

subcommittee long after Iam gone from it and the formation

of this Select Committee on Population.

Mr. Sisk. Bill, let me say knowing you, and I certainly

respect you-in fact I think I mentioned I am a co-sponsor of

this resolution-my support of the resolution in no sense

detracts from you or other committees that are involved.

That was the only point I wanted to mention. briefly to you,

that in view of the fact that I know my'good friend from

Wisconsin, whom I have also great respect for, in

International Relations, and other committees- yet again the

fact that there are a number of comm ittees that have a piece

of jurisdiction here seems to indicate to me maybe a better

reason why e should have a select committee which cold cut

across all jurisdictions but without legislative authority

and pull together and have a broad jurisdiction in

connection with the things it might do, leaving then finally

the legislative process to you, your committee, to

International Relations, and so on.

N
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In other words, what I am trying to say is that the very

fact that there are a number of committees that have a

little piece of this, maybe that is a still further reason

why we should have a select cxommittee. I am not trying to

put the gentleman on the spot, but as I understand it what

he is saying is that he feels he can cooperate with such a.

select committee without any great problem.

Hr. Lehman. I can cooperate with most anyone in the Rouse

of Representatives because Ithink that is the need for us to

survive as a legislative body and I certAiny as I said am

not personally objecting to the formatioA of this committee

but,. I ..cetainlt would like 'to reemphasize the fa ct that ou

committee has held extesive hearings on population and I

would like to just submit whatever parat of these you ould

like to include in the ecord.

r.' Sisk. Thank you very much, Bill.

That is all, Hr. Chairman.

Chairman Delaney. Without objection we will make th-em a

part of the record.

[The information follows:]
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Chairman Delaney. Mr. Hoakley.

Mr. Moakley. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Bill, actually I think what you are saying is that your

committee has been doing all the things that Mr. Schener is

asking to do in his committee. Aren't you saying that?

Kr. Lehman. We haven't probably the scope that this new

select committee could have. I would be less than honest if

I said that.

The name of the subcommittee is the Census and Population

and -actually the first commitment is to ee that we get a'

decent census for 1980, but the subcommittee itself does

have the authority under the rules of the Post Of fice and

Civil Service Committee to really do what the new select

committee is set up to do. It doesn't have the staff and it

doesn't have the funds.

Mr. Moakley. In a very Polite Bill Lehman way you are

just saying it is just a duplication of effort?

Mr. Lehmah. It is a duplication of some effort, ye. I

think-that perhaps with the kind of staff that the new

710 Iselect committee would have it could. certainly carry a siach

N
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broader and. much more in-depth. ind of study of population

problems than we have been able to dp, but no more than we

could dto if we had the staff and the funds to do it with.

Yr. Moakley. So actually your subcommittee could do the

same thing if you had the proper staff?

Mr. Lehman. I assume we could.

?r. Moakley. Then you probably have seen Pa ren

Hitchell's statement on the International Development

Subcommittee.

Mr. Lehman. -I haven't studied it.

hr. Moakley. In which he says that eir committee

also does many of the things that this proposa. requests to

set up.

Hr. Lehman. I haven 't read it or studied it. do't

think it would be fair for me to comment on it.

Mr. Moakley. No further questions, Kr. Chairman-

Chairman Delaney. fs. Chisholm.

14s. Chisholm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

F.r. Lehman, you have just handed to u. your two booklets

on census and population, Subcommittee on Census and

Q
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Population. I am very concerned about duplication of effort

and expenditure of funds in other areas which perhaps can be

utilized in other ways. I am cognizant of the fact that

Chairman Zablocki, and Chairman Diggs, and your

subcommittee, all of you are dealing with some aspect of

this particular problem and I want to know to what extent

your subcommittee's jurisdiction would be taken over or

overlapped by the establishment of another new select

committee.

My question is what is the purpose of subcommittees if we

are constantly going about the business of establishing

select committees? It would seem to me thbat if indeed the

subcommittees are not doing their job in terms of the

responsibilities that are outlined, it doesn't mean that we

should go ahead and establish another committee. We better

clean up our subcommittees or make sure that they get about

the business of moving and doing the job.

Mr. Lehman. I think the gentle lady from .New York ha.s

answered the question she has already asked.

Ms. Chisholm. One other question. What does your

.5
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770

subcommittee plan, if it does indeed plan, in terms of the

oversight of population-related issues? I knpw that

Congresswoman Jordan and others are particularly concerned

about the problem of illegal aliens. How extensively will

or has your subcommittee addressed itself to this growing

problem?

Mr. Lehman. we have already set up plans not only under

our census jurisdiction but under the population.

jurisdiction to study the i-mnpact and the problem of illegal

aliens. We held hearings the day before yesterday in regard

to the pre-census test in Camden, 'New Jersey, and I can send

you the testimony on that. One of the big problems Was the

inability of the Buteau of the Census to really make a count

of illegal aliens, and as that problem im pacts on that

community.

I think it is very important that our -committee address

itself and continue to address itself to the question of

population through its census jurisdiction, and that is the

way to get.a handle on it, at least in this country.

MIs. Chisholm. One other question. If indeed the select
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771 committee is authorized and put into place what would be, the

772 responsibilities of your subcommittee? What. would you be

773 doing ?

774 Mr.. Lehman. The primary jurisdiction of out subcommittee

775 is to see that we get an accurate count on the 1980 census,

776 and that we don't get bogged down in the Bureau of the

777 Census going in so many directions at one time that we will

778 come up with a kind of shortfall that would be detrimental

779. especially to metropolitan areas. These problems relate to

0e
780 the world population because actually the world population

781 is in a very fluid position and the boundaries of all

782 countries are like sieves now, and ea ot a self-

783 contained population without affect from the outside world,

784 and that is part of our population and census problem.

785 .Ms. Chisholm. Thank you.

786 No further questions.

787 Chairman Delaney. Mr. Pepper.

788 Mr. Pepper. Bill, are you opposed to the resolution?

789 Mr. Lehman. No, personally I have no problem with the

790 resolution, but I just wanted to make it very clear to t is

IW
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committee the problem of the conflict of jurisdiction that

would be involved in this or any future activity between

these two committees and also to make very clear that our

subcommittee has fully performed its obligation in regard to

its population jurisdiction up to how.

Mr. Pepper. As I understand the statement of those who

have appeared here in support of this resolution, they are

concerned about the larger aspects of the population

problem, the low rate of population growth I suppose in the

United States, and the rate of growth in the world, and the

like, the overall part of it. I know most of the select

committee resolution provides that that committee shall not

participate in an area which is already the subject of

investigation by another- committee.

. r. Lehman. Would the gentleman yield?

Chairman Delaney. It was pointed out, Senator, that there

are five different committees.

N r. Lehman. The Bureau of the Census over- w-hich we have

jurisdiction not only deals with the population of the

United States; it also deals on a contractual basis with .

*.
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811 various other governmental agencies such as the AID program

812 and it has the authority for supervision of census data

813 collected in those countries in which we have foreign aid

814 programs and that in turn gives us jurisdiction that way.

815 We right now are trying to resolve a conflict between the

816 Bureau of the Census and the Population Division of the AID

817 program in four or five countries right now.

818 Kr. Pepper. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

819 Chairman Delaney. Thank you, Mr. Lehman.

820 Mir. Bingham.

821

822 STATEMENT OF HON. JONATHAN B. BINGHAM, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

823 CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

824

825 r. ingham. Thank you Mr. Chairman .

826 1 don't have a prepared statement, and I willbe very

827 brief.

828 I am a member of the Committee on, International Relations

829 of the Subcommittee on International Economic Policy and

3 I Trade. As such, I have been active in pressing for

- - -- ' - -............ .-
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additional international programs in the population field.

Nevertheless, I am in favor of this resolution and I say

this with ail due respect-to my chairman who is opposed, and

I have the highest -regard and respect and affection for him.

I just feel, very briefly, that we have so many other

matters before us in the International Relations Committee,

and they are so distracting that we will not be able to give

the problem of population the kind of study that it deserves

in view of its importance, and I think the international

aspects of the population problem is one of the most

important international problems the world f aces.

I don't think my subcommittee will be able to do it. Fe

have other matters that we have to deal with. While we have

had some hearings in the past, Very general hearings,

general witnesses, we haven't really at any Point tiken up

the population program in depth, so although obviously we

have a large part of the legislative responsibility for

population measures. in the international sphere, I think

that a select committee like this could be very useful in

supplementing the work that we do.

Q)
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Chairman Delaney. Thank you, Mr. Bingham.

Mr. Simon.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

PROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. Simon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

.1 also shall be very brief. I think the fundamental

question is how much emphasis should be placed on this

problem? How important is it? And I think any rational

look at the situation suggests that it is extremely

Important.

If I may just take an example from my colleague from New

York, Ms. Chisholm-my colleague from New York here aso

mentions that we have an informal group, limbers of the

House and Senate, that meets on the food and population

problem about once a month and of which I serve as chairman,

and I. cannot speak for every member but I think- there is

virtually unanimous opinion, if not unanimous, that -we ought

to be moving ahead in this area.870
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But my colleague ftom New York mentioned the illegal alien

problem. Fe have sot.ewhere between 5 million and 8 million

illegal aliens in the United States today, most of them

H exian. Mexico today has a population of 62 million

people. She has a growth rate of about 3-1/2 percent a

year. If that growth rate continues, 3-1/2 percent a year,

in one century you increase the population.by a factor of

16..

Now, obviously that isn't going to happen. Chaos takes

over before then. But if Rexico by the end of this century

achieves a situation where one female produces one female.

Mexico's eventual population will be 175 million. If that

is not achieved until the year 2020, Mexico's eventual

population will be 270 million.

Row, if we think we have an illegal alien problem toda

we simply have to take a look at the harsh population

statistics south of the border, and I think our colleague,

Representative de la Garza, hit the nail right on the head

when he says ultimately the answer to the problem of the

11egal aliens does not rest in the United States; we have

1,: ,
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891 to take a look at that big picture.

892 I just cite fexico as one example. There are a great many

893 examples.

894 I think it is extremely important as you look at where we

895 are going that we take a much more thorough look at the

895 population problem than we have.

897 I would be happy to answer aby questions.

898 Mr. Pepper. While you are. on the. subject, would -you just

899 answer m e, if you have the figures, what the population of

900 Latin America would be at the same time?

901 Mr. Si Mon. I do not have those figur s, but. they are

902 astronomical.

903 Fr. Young. May I ask a question?

904 Chairman Delaney. Hr. Young.

905' Mr. Young. You mentioned ik de la Cata. Is he

906 supporting this bill?

907 Mr. Simon. I did not mean to imply that. I frankly don't,

908 know.

909 Mr. Young. Mr. Schener, is Kika supporting this

910 legislation?
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Simon. I am not suggesting that.

Young. I am not going to talk against your bill. I

I wasn 't -going to do that, but I come from down 'in

t Of the country.

Simon. I am not suggestinO to my colleague from Te xas

ought to be doing any such thing because obviously

counterproductive. That is a very complicated

I simply mentioned our, colleague Kika de la Garza

because we had a conversation on the Floor just recently

about this illegal alien problem and I think he is correct

in saying that the answers really don't rest. hete.

Mr. Young. The only reason I asked the question was

because it would, have surprised me if Kika had been on of

41

V

1.

Mr. Scheuer. I haven't spoken to Kika about this.

Hr. Young. The reason I ask that question, Mr. Chairman,

that I have had some discussions with .r. de la Garza. about

this, and I come from not on the border but I am close to

the border, and I have just an idea that when we start

telling the Mexicans what to do they are going to say forget

it.

927

928

929

930
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931 the signators.

932 Mr. Simon. I have not discussed this particular proposal

933 with him.

934 M r. Young. Thank you.

935 Chairman Delaney. Any further questions?

936 Fr. Sisk. Mr. Chairman, let me say, since we have touched

937 on the subject and I find myself certainly agreeing with my

938 colleague that we cannot go down and tell Mexico how many

939 children to have-that is ridiculous-the reason that I co-

940 signed this bill and co-sponsor with Mr. Scheuer the bill% is

941 the very fact you touched on, is the unbelievable situation

942 we are faced with south f the border, and it isn't a matter

943 that we can go down there with a gun, but something has to

944 be done and the point is at the present time we have no

945 answers and nobody is coming up with anything

946 I am waiting for my good friend from Wisconsin, whom I

947 have great respect for, to testify because I do respect him.

948 The whole! point of my support for Mr. Scheuer's resolution

949 is that the thing is out of control and we are in danger,and

950 in fact the last five years we put in a lot of time and
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research on the Mexican situation particularly and because I

ar from a border State that is being inundated I have been

following this, and when -we look at the populate rate, which

is the fastest in the world-no country in the world, India

or otherwise, is comparable to Mexico today-they are doing

absolutely nothing,

I don't know if there is any way of getting them to do

anything.. But with the unbelievable economic problem that

it presents unemployment predicted for 1985 of 60 percent,

what is the, answer?

Some way we need some answers, and I .guess really it is

oversimplification, but my support fo this legislation is

the desperate need for some answers with a rather broad

cross-section of jurisdiction to investigate and look into

and see if in fact working withthe governments there might

not be some answers. I don't know.

Mr. Simon. The gentleman from California puts it much m

eloquently than I do. I concur.

Again, I didn't mean to suggest that ika was for it.

Chairman Delaneyv Any further questions?

bre
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971 Ms. Chisho m. Yes..

972 I would like to .say that the thing that troubles me

973 slightly is, of course, we are identifying the problem, all

974 of us identify the problem, but nobody is addressing any

975 attention to the economic and social factor affecting

976. population growth. What are we going to do to get people to

977 reduce the size of their families besides talking about

978 controling fertility?

979 I think that we have to recognize that the era of

980 beneficent paternalism is over and that perhaps in many of

-981 these countries the question of religion is something that

982 ve aren't even thinking about. Many of these countries are

983 Catholic oriented. Many of these other countries have other

984: religious faiths which perhaps we do or do not understand, or

985 perhaps even pay much atte union to.

986 I think an entire series of questions have o be

987 addressed I eel, in the resolution without just merely

.988 'talking about th e necessity for the reduction -of p opulation* .

989 We have to talk something about the social and economic

99J0 factors and how we are goi g to motivate people to
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participate in some kind of family planning.

Do you have some thought on that?

Fr. Simon. I concur completely, though I think we have to

be careful that we don't lay too much on the doorstep of

religion. Take Costa Rica, equally Catholic with Hexico.

What Costa Rica did was they lifted the standard of life and

the population growth dropped like that.

Ms. Chisholm. That is important. To the extent that the

country increases in terms of its economic and social

progress something concomitantly happens.

9r. Simon. That is right.

I think I know my colleague Jim Scheer well enough to

know that he is not suggesting that the answer is some

paternalistic attitude where we tell the world what t- do

but we have to address the proble in much jnore depth than

we havrp.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Delaney. Thank you, if there are no further

questions.

Hr. fHarrington.
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1019 STATEMENT OF HON..CLEMENT J.'ZABLOCKI, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

.1020 CONGRESS FROM THE-STATE OF WISCONSIN

1021

1022 Mr. Zabiocki. Thank you, Hr.-ChaIrman.

1023 Ibr. Chairman and members of the committee, the other day

1024 our colleague from Uissouri -bad observed thatI enj oy comil

,1025 bef ore the Rules Committee.

1026 Mr. Bolling.. You have to admit you got rela xed, Clem,

1027 Mr. Zablocki. Yo know I do.

1028 I should explain at the very outset that I did sign as co-

1029 sponsor H.Res. 70. Our colleague, Zr. Scheuer, is very

1030 ,persuasive.. When 'he came with the list that was over 200 he

-7

Hr. Scheuer. He is on the way, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Delaney. Barbara Jordan was.

Hr. Scheuer. She was here and prepared to testify in

favor of the resolution, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Delaney. The only other one I have is Mr.

Zablocki.

We will be glad to hear from you, Mr. Zablocki.

C'
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said, "Do you want to make it 202?"

Ee prefaced, of course, his invitation to join as co-

sponsor by saying, "Are you in favor of studies of

population problems?'

And I said, "Who isn't?.

And, of course, I am. However, after further review and

reading what the resolution proposes to do, Mr. Chairman, I

must submit that it is very duplicative of what other

committees, particularly the International Relations

Committee and the- Subcommittee on International Development,

are now doing.

Just the other week we had passed a bill,, and in that bi- 1

the total was $1.7 billion. Much of it was to improve the

economy and well-being, development of the people, which

would be the very factor that would bring population down as

soon as their economy improves, Mrs. Chisholm, which you

have pointed- out.

In that bill we had also provided for $181 million for

population planning , for population programs $14 million

more than the Executive Branch has requested.
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1066 Clarence Long, said that all we are doing is giving them

167 money and they can do whatever they want, and if they are

1068 larger families they still take the money, and don't do

1069 anything.

070 AID has in the past and will continue to support
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I must advise, Mr. Chairman, although I have signed the

resolution, I find that this resolution gives a license to

really go all'over the world. May I read the .resolution?

"The Committee is authorized and directed. to conduct a

full and complete investigation and study of (1) the major

adverse effects of current population growth throughout the

world and their implications for the United States..

As I heard Mr. Schener testify, more and more was I

disenchanted with this proposal, and more and more do I feel

that he was really tesifying in opposition to R.Res. 70 as

being duplicative and unnecessary.

I think our Committee on International Relations is doing

the job. We are deeply interested.

Now, there were questions, Mr, Chalrman, of what AID is

really doing in -this area. Our colleague from Maryland,

4)
A

A
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population Policy and development projects, and family

planning efforts carried out by voluntary organizations and

other intermediaries whose work is acceptable to

governments. AID will continue to advance demographic

research. AID will train doctors and nurses in new surgical

sterilization methods through such training programs as

carried out by Johns. Hopkins University.

I might say further in budgeting for this purpose there is

$53 million for family planning delivery services, and I

shall identify softe of the e delivery services. There is

$40.5 million for procurement of contracep tives and

supplies; $22.2 million oanvpwer development; $18 million

for education and inforEation; $155 million for.fertility

control techniques and operations research; .5 million

for demographic data collection and analysis; $13.5 million

for population policy.

Some of these services that were made available, I am

sure the committee would be very interested in as to what

these. funds are spent on. They are spent for -arious and

sundry-I just had that chart. Here it is.

.1.17
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As far as contraceptives and delivery system costs, for

orals. there is in 1977 S13.5. million, in 1978 $26 million,

for conduams in 1977 $9,700,000, and in 1978 $7.8 million,

for other contraceptives such as IUD's, foams, diaphragms,

and jellies, and sterilization $4 million in 1977, and $6.3

in 1978. Then there are also medical'kits in the grand

total of these delivery systems.

So what I am trying to point out, Mr. Chairman, is that we

are not just handing them dollars to do whatever they want

with, I think AID has to the extent that the Congress has

authorized it done a Job in this area, and Congress just

last week very wisely said ae must not force upon countries

family planning programs that they are unwilling to

undertake. We mmst not have involuntary sterilization, for

example. A government failed in India because they

sponsored aind insisted on involuntary sterilization. I

think this is a very delicate subject.

I must again submit, Mr. Chairican, that this resolution

does not hate a termination date. It could last for a long

1110 time.It doesn't say how much it would cost. I repeat

I
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respect for you, and what I think of yo u and the great job

again it would be very duplicative of what various other

committees do, and I know.Mr. Sisk says this resolution was

one that was correlating or sort of being a select committee

to see that there isn't any duplication withinthe other

areas, but particularly in the area of international affairs

or worldwide, and this is what Mr. Schener made his pitch

on, he would be duplicating what our committee, our

subcommittee, and AID would be doing.

Would he investigate more on what the programs are? Whom

would he deal with? AID? I4 think, that we will continue, and

I know that the Chairman of the Subcommitt e on

International Development will continue in t his area, and I

submit unless this resolution is limited to domestic

population planning I would have to vote against it.

Chairman Delaney. Thank you.

Any questions?

Mr. Sisk. Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Delaney. Mr. Sisk.

Mr. Sisk. Let me say, Clem, you know I have the greatest

VV,
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11i131 you are doing. Here again I suppose my justification 
is

1132 really to emphasize, and this is no criticism of your

1133 committee and what it 
is doing or that of Mr. .LehmaD s

113.4 subcommittee, or any 
other coiIttee that 

might have a

1135 little piece of this action, and 
apparentlY there are I

1136 guess one or two other committees that 
could have some

1137 jurisdiction, but with the desperate 
need for additional

1138 emphasis on this subject, are you prepared to do 
something

1139in your committee to 
go above and beyond anything

1140 heretofore?

1141 I am not blaming you or your commIttee, but 1 think some

1 42 peop re begin g to wake lp to a very serious urgency

.1143 here. Haybe you don't agree that 
that exists. Do you or

1144 not?

* 15 ~ r.Zyb-ki ert :Ilymust agree that there is an

urgen o ll cn deration of the Population

147 expansion and the lack of food and fiber

114~8 Hr' Siskir Do you have any connection with the authorized

1149 programsYou just listed some. Do you ee any sense of

success in connection 
with countries overseas where you have

rg
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been working in connection with these programs?

I am just trying to find out what more you could do

because here again if we cannot have the select committee,

as I say, with what I hope would be a little broader cross-

section and, of course, a concentrated situation on this one

subject, I would certainly like to see the other committees

doing.more than I am knowledgeable. that they are doing at

the present time.

Go ahead.

Mr. Zablocki. let me say in our presentation book I am

just reading now from there are programs, 12 in Africa, 12

nations in Africa, 6 in Asia, 10 in Latin America and 3 in

the Near East.

It is not only what our subcommittees are doing or our

committees; it is what our agecies are do ing i this area.

What can we do more, if theyare anwilling to have a

voluntary program on their own and doing something in this

regard, would be to force them. I don't think anybody in

this room vould advocate that we must force upon another

country what we think is what is right for them.
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Rut was there any success? In the presentation book, and

I will read directly.from it, it says: ''Evidence suggests

that the sustained support for family planning programs in

the LDCs has helped reduce birth rates since the late 1960s,

but to achieve a replacement fertility level of

approximately two children per family on an average, about

65 percent of all fertile couples in most countries need to

practice some form of contraception.

Thus far we have been advised that at I.east 20 percent of

the couples in these areas are practicing some form -of

contraception. I don't think it is for us to say that you

must take programs to reach that 65 percent. It is a

process of education, a process of economic well-being.

Often it is referred that whep there was a blackout in New

York some years ago, nine months later-television was off

for a day or two-babies in Nem York multiplied.

Chairman Delaney. It was a single night, about 4 or 5

hours, that's all.

Er. Zablocki. I didn't narrow it down to that time limit,

but I was told that nine months later the New York

1184.
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population grew.

M r. Sisk. I recognize, and I think my colleague from

Texas brought this point out very clearly, we cannot tell

Mexico or any other country specifically what to do.

Again the lack of answers though is the thing that is

concerning.me and I just feel we just cannot.continue to go

along in the same old way we have'been going, and whatI

guess I am saying to you is that if your committee is

prepared to, beef this thing up and maybe develop more

concentration, fine. If -not, I think we need a more

concentrated effort which hopefully would'e prduced b the

select committee.

That is my justification, Clem; no reflection on your

committee.

Hr. Zablocki. ire' Chairman, Mr. Sisk, our committee, even

though I didn't always agree with them, had authorized more

than any Executive Branch requested in the years. Even this

particular last 'request we increased, as I said at the

beginning, by $14 million. So I don't think we are

negligent, nor are we oblivious of the efforts that should

Afil".
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be made in this area.

hr. Sisk. I am not accusing you of that.

?Fr. Zablocki. Money alone won't do it.

Kr. Sisk. On the other hand, let me Sax because of recent

conversations with the President I think the ExecutiVe is

even waking up to the urgency of this problem and as late as

yesterday, by the way; the President was discussing very

succinctly the illegal alien problem because it was bought

very vividly to his attention yesterday in California.

Some of us who were with him out there, by the wa y, missed

a vote, around here yesterday. )ut I.think the departments

of Government from the President on down are beginning tol

recognize more and more this problem, ad 1 just want to be

certain that anything we can do to emp hasie it must be done

in my opin 2on.

I thank you. Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Delaney. Any further questions?

Mr. Young.

Mr. Young. Did you read the pamphlet that we all have

ere by Bob, Mc1amara? I was just coming to the conclusion.

9

710
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"It now appears that a significant decline in fertility

may have at last begun in the developing countries. The

data are not yet fully conclusive, but the indications are

that the crude birth rates have'fallen over the past two

decades by an average of about 6 points, or nearly 13

percent.

'"'By major region, the decline has been 6.5 points in.

Asia; 5.4 point in Latin America; and 2.3.points in Africa.

"Further, the decline appears to have been general. and

widespread. It has occurred in 77of these 88 countries for

which estimate es are available.

I didn't read all of it.

Chairman Delaney. Any further questions?

Senator Pepper?

Mr. Pepper. Yes.

What is the Jurisdiction of your subcommittee? What is

the jurisdiction of your subcommittee that handles this

population problem?

Mr. Zablocki. The Subcommittee on InternationaL1

Development. The jurisdiction is to oversee the programs of
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1251 AID in this ara.

1252 Likewise the subcommittee that Congressman Bingham chairs

1253 on trade, and he feels he hasn't got the time or he is

1254 distracted, I am sure-

1255 1-r. Pepper. You don't have a subcommittee whose primary

1256 concern is the population problem?

1257 Mr.Zablocki. No,.we would heve to then have more

1258 subcommittees, and I think we do have a subcommittee that

1259 can adequately handle this and other issues in the area of

1260 development. I am sure the'Subcommittee on Internationali

1261 Development has ample opportunity and staff to delve deeply

* 1262 and oversee these programs.

1263 Mr. Pepper. It has been my observation over a good many

1264 years that the select committees generally concentrate mote

1265 upon a given subJect than the legislative committees do

1266 because theY, have so many other subjects.

1267 Mr. Zablocki. 12 must agree with you, Senator Pepper.

1268 Mr. Pepper. A select committee is' charged- to deal with

1269 one specific subject and 'they concentrate entirely on that

1270 subject.

-. I
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Kr. Za locki. I agree with .you, Senator. If this

resolution would zero in on one particular problem or

subject and would not be worldwide in scope I think I would

have supported it.

1cr. Pepper. Just one-other question. I think it might

require the attention of- Mr. Schener, the principal author

of this resolution.

I find one omission from this resolution which is

generally carried in select committee resolutions, that is

the committee shall not investigate matters which are

already being investigated by another comm ttle of th*

Congress. I don't know whether the intention was to have

that limitation or not. That is not in this resolution as 1

see it.

The other thing is that Mr. Schemer is concerned about

will the. select committee hold hearings anywhere in the

world. I think there would be some little doubt about it in

the wording of this resolution which says-" for the purpose

of carrying out this resolution the committee or any

subcommittee thereof authorized by the com ittee to hold
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1291 hearings, is authorized to sit and act during the present

1292 Congress at such times and places within the United States,

1293 including any Commonwealth or possession thereof,.or

1294 elsewhere, whether the House is in session, has recessed, or

1295 has adjourned,'" and so on.

1296 Ordinarily under the principle that we call in lawyers

1297 terms sui generis, when you have a general word it is

1298 generally limited to the preceeding words,that is, it is in

1299 the same category, which would mean in the United States or

1300 elsewhere in the United States territory or elsewhere in the

1301 United States, so if you intended to authorize hearings

1302 outside the United States I think maybe you might somehwere

1303 in th legislation clarify the language of the resolution to

1304 that effect.

1305 Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

1306 Chairman Delaney. Thank yon.

1307 Mr. Latta.

130S Mr. Latta. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

1309 I notice that you didn't mention any of that money being

310 used for abortions.
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1311 Mr. Zablocki. Abortions are prohibited. None of the

1312 money can be used for, abortions or involuntary

1313 sterilization.

1314 Mr. Latta. The Hyde Amendment?

1315 Mr. Zablocki. I think some would say the Zablocki-Iyde

1316 Amendment, anti-abortion.

. 1317 Mr. Latta. Have you had any support?

1318 Mr. Zablocki. The one before Nr. Hyde.came here*

1319 Mr. Latta. It is still sticky.

1320 Mr. Zablocki. To the extent we can find ot, yes.

1321 Hr. Latta. That is all.

1322 Chairman Delaney. Mr. Long.

1323 Mr. C. Long. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

132H r. Kitchell in his statement that he somitte or the

1325 committee, which I assume, Mr. Chairman. you are going to

1326 make part of the record-

1327 Chairm n Delaney. Without objection at the proper time I

1328 will put it in.

1329 Mr. G. Long. He said:

1330 "It is also my understanding that the International
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1331 Relations Subcommittee on Africa will start holding hearings

1332 on population...

1333 Is this a part of what you are intending to do in a number

1334 of your subcommittees or is this the sole one moving in this

1335 particular field?

1336 Mr. Zablocki. Mr. Long, as you tnow, with the

1337 reorganization of our International Relations Committee we

1338 have four regional subcommittees. All four regions will

1339 look at population planning as part of the development

1340 assistance program. I was negligent in not pointing out

1341 that point. Asia, Africa, Europe and the Kiddle East, and*

.1342 Inter-American will look into this problem.

1343 Mr. G. Long. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

134 4 Chairman Delaney. Mr. Heeds.

1345 Mr. Meeds. No questions.

1346 Chairman Delaney. Ms. Chisholm.

1347 Ms. Chisholm. Mr. Long asked the same question I wanted

1348 to ask.

1349 Chairman Delaney. I am going to ask unanimous consdnt now

1350 that we have permission to insert in the record the

.1....
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1351

1352

1353

1354

1355

1356

1357

statement of Parren Kitchell, the statement of Barbara

Jordan, who was here and waited, and also John Ashbrook.

Without objection, it is so ordered, and they maybe made a

part of the record.

(The information referred to follows:]

********** insert 2a *
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1358

1359

1360

1361

1362

1363

1364

1365

1.366

STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL HARRINGTON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN

CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

1367

1368 Mr. Harrington. Mr. Chairan, embers of the committee,

1369 am sorry to be late in arriving and also for keeping the,

1370 committee from resolving this issue. I am

1371 characteristically one to gingerly insert myself into this,

1372 having in mind that I am an accidental legatee of that new

1373 organization just referred to by the Chairman where, as a

1374- result of some mix of arm-twisting and confusion and,

1375 ambivalence in about equal proportions, I was the-last one

1376 to draw an assignment on the reorganization that has been

1377 alluded to and ended up with the International Development

N

N

N

Chairman Delaney. To conclude the hearing, I believe Mr.

Harrington has arrived. We will hear from Mr. Harrington.

Mr. Zablocki. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Delaney. We don't have the statement of Mr.

Ashbrook.

Mr. Quillen. It is on its way.

I

.1 -
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Subcommittee, and at the tim was obviously grateful for the

chance.

The Chairman and I last discussed this on the Floor, and I

threw the ball back to him suggesting that it was a problem

that, while I certainly was more than willing to address it

with both appreciation for the seriousness of-the subject

and the origins of my chance at having that jurisdiction, I

thought that it was something that can and should be given

the kind of elevated importance Mr. Sisk has I think very

properly pointed out, a need to have it recognized by the

Congress.

MY problem I guess is not to .restate any kind of

conclusions about population excess, to go ovet this which

has been covered substantively I think, but I guess to use

this as a sort of ay. of engaging in, so fat, loss effort.

At the hands of the Full Committee to suggest that the

problem that I see that. makes the argument of Mr. Scheuer

more compelling than anything else is my belief that we have.

seriously short-changed the resource available to a

committee that has a global jurisdiction to do anything well.
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1413,
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I think axt best., whetherr wVe -talk population, or trade, or

arms control, or a variety of other subjects that are

literally global in their definition and compare the staff

resource that is available, and I suspect looking at the

performance of people that I have the greatest admiration

for as far as their record, the enthusiasm and commitment to

these subjects, that we only, can touch on the very fringes

of the very serious subjects we have, and having had some

appreciation, having shared with Mr. Bolling the failure -of

an effort to 'make somewhat more sense out of how

jurisdictions were apportioned around here two or three

seasons agov as long as I can call to miad the fact that the

Government Operations Committee, which I also serve on, has

been able to develop a resource which his roughly doubled

the number of professional people that are available to do

what is. essentially thou ght to be by our definition A minor

role as far as committee assignment,.I see no reason at all

not to join in any effort, ba d door or otherwise, tb try to

provide a greater personnel resource to begin to do a job

that.vill get us informed, initiative-taking as far as
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1426

1427

1428

1429

1430

1431

1432

1433

1434

1435

1436

1437

policy, and jI hope able to engage more successfully than

those finite resources that we have allotted ourselves

indicate we can in the kind of job or the kind of role that

I think is seriously one in need of being undertaken.

That runs to population. It runs to arms control. It

runs anywhere you want to.

I felt, and the Chairman I am sure will concur, we fought

wbat was a losing but compromised battle when attempting to

get more resource early this year for the Full Committee. I

feel just as strongly today-

I would like to do what I can to discharge the

responsibilities that I have inherited by that mix of things

I have described to you, and obviously undertake to do itiin

a way that I hope will satisfactorily me.et the expectations

that role calls for, but I see no reason at a to pall any

verbal punches in suggesting I think we are seriously

understaffed as far as the resource to do a job that is

anything mote than a surface job in most of these areas with

all the vagaries of personnel commitment and resource

brought to bear that we might be able to marshal from
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1438 volunteers and others.

1439 So I am here today not only to support the concept and the

l14 importance of the issue, but to suggest that we need a help

1441 if we are going to touch something more than the periphery

1442 of that kind of concern.

1443 I don't know where that leaves me with the subcommittee to

1444 which I am assigned, or th standing committee, but that is

1445 close to coming to give you a mix of feelings that I have

1446 today on it.

1447 Chairman Delaney. kny questions?

1448 Mr. Quillen. You are for the resolution?

1449 Mr. Harrington. I am.

1450 Chairman Delaney. If there are no further questions I

1451 think that will conclude the hearing for this morning.

1452 Mt. Scheaer. Mr. Chairman.

1 53 Chairman Delaney. Yes, Br. Scheuer.

.1454 Mr.Schener. I gave up the witness chair in order to

1 1455 permit other Members to testify.

1456 Chairman Delaney. Yes. We will take you back at some

1 57 opportunity. Ordinarily we don't, but we will give you a

I --

115
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1474

1475

1476

1477

special privilege.

Mr. Bollinr. Mr. Chairman, I don 't want to impair the

right of the gentleman from Few York, tr. Scheuer, to be

heard again, but we have a relatively serious problem before

us. It is going to take some additional consideration. I

am a co-sponsor with Mr. Scheuer, and I am not opposed to

it, but we have before us an enormous group-of other

requests for select committees, and I think that the

decision that the committee today makes or at another time

makes on this matter should be on a broader base than just

this one committee, and therefore I am ggoig to make a

motion, and I don't do this to cut the gentleman off, that

the Chairman of the Full Committee be requested to appoint

an 'ad hoc committee to consider all the matters of original

jurisdiction presently before this committee ad that that

committee be requested to report back in whatever time seems

reasonable to the Chairman on this and the whole collection

of other matters.

I do not think that this committee is safe i making a

decision on this one select committee. I think that we need
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1478 to consult with .the leadership, and I think that the way to

1479 get this done is to have an ad hoc committee appointed by

1480 the Chairman to examine the whole problem. I therefore make

1481 that motion now.

1482 Chairman Delaney. A committee of how many?

1483

1484 [BNG/BUSK fis CAR/COR 11:30AHI]

1485

H86 r Bolling. I would suggest three but I would think the

1487 chairman of the committee should have full discretion. I

1488 would suggest three.

1489 Mr. Quillen. ay I be heard?

1490 l am also a co-sponsor of the resolution. It does create

1491 quite a problem f or the committee. TherefOo,. - join the

1492 gentleman from issouti with a request that the chairman

1493 appoint an ad hoc subcommittee. -

1494 Mr. Pepper. May I.ask the gentleman from Missouri, e

1495 you proposing that the subcommittee examine matters other

.1496 than proposals for select committees?

1 497 Mr. Bolling. I would think it would look at all matters
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1505

1506

1507

of original jurisdiction. But we have some different things.

on select committees alone. They have a reasonable job; but

I think they would look at all matters of reasonable

jurisdiction before the committee.

We are going to have to come to some kind of committee

policy.,. The ad hoc committee will just report to this

committee in a general way as to how we should deal with

this.

Mr. Latta. How many requests do e have for special.

select committees?-.

Mr. Boiling. There are dozens, but at least 18 different

subjects including intelligence, internal security, oreign

investment controls, all itinds of things. I have a whole.

list of 18; a whole flock here.

The problem is, if we approve thit in'the full committee

now,' we are beginning to go the way of having each one go

separately and go on and on without any overall policy or!

approach. That is the reason for the proposal.

Chairman Delaney. You have heard the discussion.

Mr. Pepper.
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Kr. Pepper. I think it is one of the critical problems

facing the world right now.

Mr. Bolling. I think it is one of the two or three most

critical problems facing the world. I could not agree mote,

but I can't see how this committee would be fulfilling its

responsibility if we just pop it out.

Chairman Delaney. I don't think any of us realize, the

magnitude of this regest for a select committee. When we

started I did not understand myself until we g6t into the

jurisdictional questions with all the committees involved

here. This is a ost important step. As he gentleman from

Hissouri has stated, we have a number of other select

committees.

I have been pressed by the intelligence committee asking

for a hearing immediately. We have to establish some

policy. I know the leadership has no room anywhere to put

these people.

Then, we have an overwhelming payroll for committee after

1536 ommittee. We, on the Committee on Rules, are being accused

I1 37 of interf ering with the jurisdictions of appointing select

7K
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1538 committees.

1539 We have had testimony today that there would be at least

1540 five committees which would have to receive the report of

1541 the select committee in order to draw up legislation and

1542 have approval on it.

1543 Mr. Latta?

1544 hr. Latrta. I have been giving a little thought to the

1545 request of the gentleman from Missouri I am a little bit

1546 reluctant to vote to give an ad hoc committee Jurisdiction

1547 over all the original jurisdictional matters which might

1548 come before this committee during the session. I can see

1549 where the creation of select committees-

1550 Chairman Delaney. Only select committees..

1551 -Mr. Bolling. That is all right with me.1 am perfectly

1552 willing to do that.

1553 Hr. Latta. That is agreeable.

1554 Mr. Sisk. Hr. Chairman, may I make a quick comment? I

555 have indicated strong support of Mr. Sche-uer's resolution.

1556 But, hopefully, in light of some of the discussion we had

557 this morning, the issue of this particular subcommittee that

j
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1577 ner. Mr. Chairman, I have one or two very brief

N,

N

itbe pursued since it is on the calendar, as one of the

first items to be disposed of.

Mr. Meeds. Will the gentleman yield?

Mr. Sisk. Yes.

Mr. Meeds. I agree. Something has to be done to pull'it

together to give it more focus and more importance in the

total scheme of things. I agree with the gentleman from

California.

Chairman Delaney. Mr. Lott.

Mr. Lott. This ad hoc committee would still have to

report to the full committee. I wanted to\make sure that

was clear.

Mr 1 Bolling. It wouldn't have independent authority of

any kind.

Chairman Delaney. On that question, if no further

discussion, as many as are in favor, aye.

Opposed, no.

The ayes have it, the committee will appoint forthwith

such an ad hoc committee.

Mr. Sche

I:'

7
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points to make. First of all, let me say in any effort that

we make, we would, of course, coordinate with the

legislative committee involved, cooperate with them, hold

joint hearings with them at which they could share the

responsibility for designing and holding the hearings and so

on. Assuming I have anything to do with it, which is

problematical, it would be presumptious that there be a

select committee and I would have any role, but assuming

both those things happen, I would make it a prime priority

to work thrQugh the legislative committees.

Chairman Delaney. Eventually you will only have to come

back through them anyway.

Mr. Scheuer. The very fact that you would stipulate this

select committee would have to report to five committees

indicates the complicated interrelatio ships ot being

treated now.

I am sorry my distinguished Chairman from Wisconsin of the

International Relations Committee did not stay, it is true

to state they have made authorizations for various family;

planning programs, but as of the present day, they have

4-

I -

N.
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never ever had a serious set of hearings on any aspect of

the population problem. There has never been a set of

hearings on how our population program should be focused,

there has never been a set of hearings addressing the very

real problems h1s. Chisholm raised. e know when you have

programs for female education, literacy, job opportunities

outside the home, maternal and health programs, all of these

create a far more fertile environment for child spacing for

couples, than when you simply merchandise contraceptive

devices alone. It has been there the mass distribution of

condoms is the key to the whole proble-. here has never

been a set of hearings on the operation of our AID. program

in operation; never a study mission abroad, to the best of

my knowledge, in the Internatioorlal Committee on how the

programs are working and. what the realities are in the

field.

I-was asked by the Science and Technology Committee last

fall to represent the Congress at a conference of the

International Telecommunications in Nairobi and a conference

j of Interpol in Ghana. Between those two, on my own time .I

7---- -. "--.- - -
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visited six countries looking at the AID programs. In every

one of those programs I was greeted with amazement and

delighted by the local nationals. They were delighted to

have a member of Congress looking at population programs and

it was a first for them. So without casting any doubts on.

the workings of the International Relations Committee I have

to state up to now they have not had the time or resources

with all the other competing resources of their work to do,

they have not been able to-free up the staff f to make a start

as to how our own AID programs can be fine tuned to meet the

objections the gentlewoman from New York ma' e on how they

can be made more acceptable to the host countries, and how

they can be made more effective. It has never been done.

The very discussion of this subcommittee has had the.

effect of raising the conscious level of the Cog res.

Something has already been accomplished.

Chairman Delaney. I am sure I speak in behalf of the

whole committee-when I say we appreciate the time and effort

you have shdwn in this legislation. Everyone in the

-Congress must appreciate that you have brought to their

>7
N.
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attention a most important subject which does't ordinarily

meet their minds,

Mr. Schener. I did prepare, in consultation with numerous

people, some language stating that it would be the mandate

of this select committee to investigate the matter on

education, health and the willingness to participate.

Chairman Delaney. I will ask you to submit that fpr the

record.

Hr. Scheuer. I submitted this last week to Chairman

Diggs, Ms. Chisholm, Ms. Burke of California. They have not

had time to get back to me, but I would ask, unanimous

consent this be included in the record.

Chairman Delaney. Without objection.

[The resolution referred to follows:]

insert 3a
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165,4 Chairman Delaney. The committee will adjourn to reconvene

1655 tomorrow morning.

1656 [Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the committee adjourned to

1657 reconvene at 10:30 a.m., Thursday, May 19)

1658
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